MISSION
To develop curiosity reflection, mental flexibility independence
and self- discipline.
To encourage student learing through a spirit of enquiry and
competition.
To develop our students technologically advance in
globe perspective withoutcompromising our rich values and our
culture heritage.
To instill a sense of nationalism and communal harmony.

J.K. Children Academy
Village Bhaisond, Kunderki, Moradabad

To grow up as ideal leaders who can shape the
destiny of the nation.

vision
To hone and develop leadership qualities in student right from
their fromative age.
To maintain openness and respect in the face of racial, culture of
religious and linguistic diversity.
To catalyse the learning across intellectual, social emotional,
physical, spiritual and aesthetic domains.
To see beyond the narrow walls of classroom and text books.
to grow great citizens, empower to live successfully in their
personal and global lives.
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E Mail : jk childrenacademymbd@gmail.com
Pho. No : 9319321334
Web : www.jkchildrenacademy.com

Manager’s Message

Dear Readers,
It is my previlege to welcome you to J.K.C.A. Education is the right of each and
every child irrespective of caste, creed and religion. J.K.C.A. will ensure a
congenial environment for all the student to trigger of their capabilities and
potential not only in academic eld but also in life values and vocational skills.
Education emerges and survives where everything else fails. It is priceless gift
of wisdom, a gift more precious than any materialistic gain. In this endeavor the
school is supported by out standing infrastructure where the classes, library and
laboratories are well equipped.
J.K.C.A. is commited to growth, innovation and maintaining high standards of
educational programmes mended with Indian cultural heritage as well as to excel
in competitive global environment.
Believing in the precious saying of malcalno X, “ Education is our passport to
the future for tomorrow belongs to the people who prepare for it today.” I invite
you to come and join us to touch greater heights.
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From The Principal’s Desk

Dear Readers,
We, at J.K. Childern Academy believe that if good values and spirit of service
could be instilled in the students, they will become responsible citizens of
tomorrow who can face all challenges in their lives. J.K.C.A. foster an
atmosphere of academic excellence and encourage the students to achieve the
physical strenght and creative arts which is a part of holistic education.
our school is providing robust and vibrant school education and stress free
learning. The whole staff is advancing on the path of attaining excellence and
competence by providing quality education as well as strong platform for the
co- curricular activities. We expect our student to achieve the ve D’s for
quality of workDedication, Devotion, Discipline, Discrimination and determination.
“ The essence of teaching is not in not in identifying winners out of ordinary
people.”

Balram Singh

Shashank Sharma

(Manager)

(Principal)
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why to
choose
J.K.C.A.?

Admission Criteria
Admission is open to everyone irrespective of caste, creed and religion.

Spectacular infrastructure
Well equipped Science and
Maths labs
Computer lab with internet facility.
Balanced teacher- student ratio
in classes.

Eligibility
For admission to class L.K.G. a child should have completed the age of 4 year on 1st April of
the year, corresponding increase in the age will apply for higher classes.

Registration
In the First session registrations are open from LKG to VIII, Corresponding increase in the class
will apply every year.

Student Zone
The school provides the facility of imporanting books and stationary material as well as uniform
to the students.

School Cafeteria

Well planned student clubs and
houses.
well trained and experienced
faculty.
Dance, Music, Art and Craft
class.
Guidance and counseling session
for children.
Well stocked library.

The school cafeteria supplies hygienic and high quality food at reasonable prices.

Culture Activities
In the culture arena the school aims to create a niche for
itself in the region. Here at J.K.C.A. we maintain and
celebrate each and every festival with lots of zeal and
enthusiam. in order to sensitise the student towards our rich
culture heritage, the school aims to organize various
programmes like vocal and instrumental music, classical
and western dance, rangoli competition, role play, dramas
and many more.

Medical facility.
24x7 foolproof security under
cctv surveillance system.
Modern learning aids.
Regular parent teachers
interaction.
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A. Indoor Games

Chess
Carrom
Ludo
B. Outdoor Games
The school has spacious lush green
open playground for its outdoor
games. Same of them are-

Safety and Security
Safety and security of the children is our top priority and we ensure it with a proper support
system. The campus has 24X7 circuit TV network security and surveilliance system managed
by the security. personal and telephonic communication system.

Parents - Teachers Interaction
J.K.C.A. has a provision to arrange parents Teachers Meetings regularly to make the parents
share the responsibilities with teachers for higher educational standards and betterment of the
students and school by enforcing greater understanding through exchange of views between the
teachers and parents.

Football
Kho-kho
Kabbadi
Badminton
Basket Ball
J.K.C.A aims to organize many other athletic
activities such as shot put, Discus throw,
Long Jump, High Jump, etc. For physical
development of its students as well as
creating healthy competitive spirit among
them.

C. Yoga Academy

Beyond Academics
Academic learning and sports education are complentory to each other. They resemble the two
sides of some coin, For this, J.K.C.A. provides facilities of the following in its premises.
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In order to acheive mental and physical tness,
yoga classes will be arranged within the school
campus.

D. Gymnasium
In tune with the objective of all round development of
personality of the student’s J.K.C.A. provides the facility of
gymnasium to develop condence, sportsmanship and self care.
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